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Circadian clocks generate nearly 24-h
rhythms that regulate many physiolog-
ical behaviors of organisms throughout
the kingdoms of life. A clock’s
complexity varies with the complexity
of the organism. For simple organisms,
rhythms are generated by a gene regula-
tory network within a single cell.
For higher organisms (such asmammals
and flies), the clockworks reside inmul-
tiple cells: each cell contains a genetic
oscillator and intercellular signaling
synchronizes the cellular rhythms,
forming coherent, high-amplitude os-
cillations. Clocks in organisms at all
levels of complexity have at their core
a negative feedback loop. They differ
in many details, such as the number of
genes, the mechanisms involved in the
regulation, and posttranslational modi-
fications. Kim et al. (1) have identified
the negative regulation term as key
to clock functionality and provide an
explanation as to why unicellular and
multicellular clocks rely on different
mechanisms. They do so by connecting
protein sequestration within each cell
to the emergent behavior of the syn-
chronized multicellular oscillator in
the mammalian clock.
In mammals, the gene regulatory
network within each cell is relatively
well understood (2) and it has been
fruitful to develop mechanistic mathe-
matical models of the network that
capture both the mRNA and protein in-
teractions within each cell and the ef-
fects of intercellular signaling (3,4).
Model analyses are helping us tohttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.03.036
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network of weak, heterogeneous oscil-
lators to form a reliable clock. For
example, it has been shown that tissues
are more likely to synchronize if they
are composed of single cells that oper-
ate close to a bifurcation boundary (5)
and that networks with weak oscilla-
tors at network hubs are more easily
synchronized than those with strong
oscillators at hubs (3). Further, the
phenomenon of amplitude expansion
allows for cells with low amplitude to
collectively increase their amplitudes
and become less sensitive to external
perturbations (6). In addition to
understanding how the circadian clock
achieves high-amplitude synchrony,
we want to know how the period
of the population is determined by the
periods of the constituent cells (7).
Experimental data show that the period
of the synchronized clock is close
to the mean intrinsic periods of its
cells (8,9).
Kim et al. (1) address the question of
period-determination, in particular of
how the population period ends up be-
ing very close to the mean of the indi-
vidual periods. They construct a clear
chain of mathematical reasoning that
leads us from a particular mechanism
within a cell to emergent behavior at
the population level—that of the period
of oscillation (see Fig. 1). They identify
the expression controlling transcrip-
tional regulation as key (10), show
that protein sequestration is the appro-
priate mechanism, relate it to the
alternative (and more popular) Hill
kinetics, and explain the response of
the transcription rate to the regulators.
They then relate the transcription rate’s
response to the phase response. Using
the phase response and techniques
from the theory of weakly connected
neural networks (11), they derive
formulae for predicting the period of
the population. They simulate a simple
(three-equation) model to demonstrate
the accuracy of their predictions and
show that their reasoning does not
depend on the specific choice of param-
eters. This is important, because it sug-gests that their observations apply to
broader contexts.
Connecting individual cell properties
to network-level behavior is compli-
cated—not only does the behavior of
oscillators affect the network, but the
network affects the oscillators. In other
words, context is critical. Do insights
drawn from the model of Kim et al. (1)
extend tomodels ofmulticellular clocks
that are more complex, and, more
importantly, do they explain the mecha-
nisms in vivo? Previous modeling work
has shown that the traditional Hill
kinetics for transcriptional regulation
tends to predict population periods that
differ from the mean intrinsic periods
of the constituent cells (12–14). How-
ever, in the future, it will be necessary
to conduct formal analyses of models
involving more processes to see if those
additional processes, such as posttrans-
lational modification, in some way
compensate for or negate the effects
of the term controlling transcriptional
regulation. It will also be important to
determine whether Kim et al. (1) have
uncovered an evolutionary principle:
Have multicellular organisms evolved
to include protein-sequestration-based
regulation as a critical modulator of
circadian clock function? If so, we
now know why.
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FIGURE 1 Tracing the effects of protein sequestration as the mechanism for transcriptional regulation to the period of the synchronized network of
oscillators in Kim et al. (1). (A) Within each cell, a key gene is downregulated when the activator (A) and repressor (R) form a complex that prevents
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the cycle, and slowed-down by the same amount in another part of the cycle. The total area under the curve is zero because it is balanced between speedups
and slowdowns. (D) When a slow cell is signaled, the signal arrives in the part of the curve that speeds it up. When a fast cell is signaled, the signals arrive in
the part of the curve that slows it down.When no signal is sent, the cell oscillates at its intrinsic phase velocity. (E) The consequence is that the periods of cells
in the synchronized (coupled) system are close to the mean of the intrinsic periods of all the cells (uncoupled). To see this figure in color, go online.
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